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Coaching and Training
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Introduction to NLP
(Neuro-linguistic Programming)
(In-house or Public Course - 2 Days)
NLP is a cutting edge communication
and change approach strategy enabling
empowered thinking and trust






Designed specifically for education professionals
For the classroom, leadership and 1-2-1 situations
The very best in NLP change strategies
Relaxed, inspirational training style
Bespoke programmes designed to meet your needs

Public Courses are arranged throughout the year - contact us for
dates and details of your nearest venue
“Excellent, well presented, everything made sense, clearly
explained, with good examples of application” R. Bennett

For further information and bookings e-mail

info@visionforlearning.co.uk

www.visionforlearning.co.uk
Vision for Learning Ltd
121 Old Hollow, West Malvern, Worcestershire, WR14 4NW

Vision for Learning
Introduction to NLP
(Neuro-linguistic Programming)
Course Structure and Outcomes
How is the course structured?
Day 1 provides the essential underlying concepts of NLP and begins to explore the
advanced change techniques that can be applied to your situation. Day 2 focuses on
advanced strategies for confidence building and conflict resolution. The course is
intensive and activity-based with links to ‘real-life’ work situations throughout.
Why attend the course?
 Practical and strategic approach to give support to others
 Make change happen
 Blend existing skills to new NLP approaches, increasing effectiveness
 Build trust and confidence in yourself and others
 Empower yourself, learners and colleagues
 Tangible skills to use in different environments
 Increased flexibility and options in difficult and challenging situations
 Adaptable knowledge for group and individual situations
What will I learn?
 The foundations of NLP
 Increased sensory awareness and rapport building
 Target setting and forward thinking techniques
 Rapid change techniques
 Secrets of confident presentations
 Internal and external conflict resolution tools
 Motivational language patterns
 To activate motivation
What if I attend?
You’ll increase your flexibility in the way you think and have the tools at your disposal.
The strategies you’ll have can be used in a wide variety of settings to enable rapid
change in students and colleagues. You’ll open up new ways of thinking, work more
effectively, build confidence and have more ways of overcoming challenges.

Coaching books and resources can be ordered online at
www.visionforlearning.co.uk
You can also sign-up on the homepage to receive your FREE quarterly newsletter
‘E-Vision’ packed with information tips and advice

